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Abstract

The present study addresses the role of molecular non-equilibrium effects in thermal ignition
problems. We consider a single binary reaction of the form A+B→C+C. Molecular dynamics
calculations were performed for activation energies ranging between RT and 7.5RT and heat re-
lease of 2.5RT and 10RT . The evolution of up to 10,000 particles was calculated as the system
undergoes a thermal ignition at constant volume. Ensemble averages of 100 calculations for each
parameter set permitted to determine the ignition delay, along with a measure of the stochasticity
of the process. A well behaved convergence to large system sizes is also demonstrated. The
ignition delay calculations were compared with those obtained at the continuum level using rates
derived from kinetic theory: the standard rate assuming that the distribution of the speed of
the particles is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, and the perturbed rates by Prigogine and
Xhrouet [1] for an isothermal system, and Prigogine and Mahieu [2] for an energy releasing
reaction, obtained by the Chapman-Enskog perturbation procedure. The molecular results were
found in very good agreement with the latter at high activation energies (low temperature), con-
firming that non-equilibrium effects promote the formation of energetic particles, that serve as
seeds for subsequent reaction events: i.e., molecular hot spots. This effect was found to lower
the ignition delay by up to 30%. At low activation energies (high temperatures), the ignition
delay obtained from the standard equilibrium rate was found to be up to 60% longer than the
molecular calculations. This effect is due to the rapidity of the reactive collisions that do not
allow the system to equilibrate. For this regime, none of the perturbation solutions obtained by
the Chapman-Enskog procedure were valid. This study thus clearly shows the importance of
non-equilibrium effects in thermal ignition problems, for most activation energies of practical
interest. These non-equilibrium effects are discussed in the context of hydrogen auto-ignition at
low temperatures. The auto-catalytic loops of H2O2 and HO2 controlling the thermal ignition
process, which have both high energy release production of these species subsequently involved
in high activation reactions of these species, can be mostly impacted by hotspot non-equilibrium
effects.
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1. Introduction

Thermal ignition of a reactive gas involves the classical coupling between the temperature
of a reactive mixture of gases and the rate of energy addition, which depends exponentially on
temperature. A slight increase in the system’s temperature by reactions may bring the system in
a runaway reaction occurring faster than any potential loss [3]. Although real systems involve the
evolution of many reactive species in a complex sequence of elementary reactions, the thermal
ignition problem is usually addressed with a single reaction with Arrhenius kinetics. Thermal
ignition is particularly relevant to low temperature ignition in hydrogen, for example [4]. The
reduction of a multi-step chemical system to a one or two step formalism relevant to auto-ignition
follows classical arguments [4], which we address later in the paper.

A proper account of the reaction rate of elementary reactions is essential in problems of ther-
mal ignition. Although most reaction rates of elementary reactions are obtained or calibrated
from experiment, their assumed Arrhenius form is justified theoretically from arguments of ki-
netic theory of gases or transition state theory only if the gas can be assumed to be in thermo-
dynamic equilibrium, i.e., the distribution of molecular speeds follows the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. While the assumption of a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is expected asymptoti-
cally in the limit of slow reactions, i.e., when the activation energy is large and the heat release is
negligible, deviations from the Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) distribution are expected otherwise.

The problem of non-equilibrium associated with reactive systems has gained considerable
amount of attention in the literature for a long time [1, 5–12]. Most of the researchers employed
the Chapman-Enskog method of solution of the Boltzmann equation [13]. On the other hand,
in the mid 80’s Dean and Westmoreland considered the need for including the chemically acti-
vated states in association and dissociation reactions to the kinetic models using QRRK (Quan-
tum Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel) theory [14, 15]. They also studied the temperature and pressure
dependence of the rate constants of individual reactions due to these chemically activated inter-
mediates. For some of the elementary reactions in combustion, they identified that the radical
production reaction in high temperature and the recombination reaction in low temperature plays
a crucial role in combustion relevant conditions and concluded that these reactions become more
pressure-dependent at high pressures. In this context, in recent years many researchers [16–20]
have investigated the non-equilibrium effects specific to low-temperature combustion processes.
Burke et al. proposed that the non-Boltzmann reaction sequence involved in low temperature
chain branching process significantly affect the evolution of the system [18]. Labbe et al. studied
the impact of including non-equilibrium effects for the formyl radical, HCO, in simulations of
laminar flame speeds in which HCO has been a prescient indicator for heat release in combustion
of hydrocarbons and predicted 7-13% increase in laminar flame speed [19]. In a similar manner,
Goldsmith et al. focused on the non-Boltzmann effects of low-temperature chemistry of propane
oxidation and concluded that these effects can affect the kinetics of subsequent reactions [20]. On
the other hand, Döntgen et al. [16, 17] investigated the new pathway of beta-scission of rotation-
ally excited radicals formed through hydrogen abstraction. They reported that hot beta-scission
was not only found to increase the rate of dissociation, but also dominates the fuel radicals at
temperature above approximately 1050 K and pressures up to 100 atm.

Prigogine and co-workers were the first to consider the non-equilibrium effects in single re-
actions by extending the classical perturbation method of Chapman and Enskog to the case of
reactive collisions of hard spheres [1, 2]. They investigated two separate problems: the non-
equilibrium effects arising in an isothermal system [1] and in a reactive system, where the energy
release may influence the rate of reactions explicitly by perturbing the spatially local MB distri-
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bution [2]. The latter is particularly important for the problem of interest in the present paper,
namely thermal ignition. In the isothermal case, the non-equilibrium corrections to the MB-
derived rate of standard kinetic theory of gases was found to be small in such Chapman-Enskog
perturbations to the MB distribution [1]. Subsequent work by other groups confirmed this finding
[10, 11], although problems have been raised regarding the uniformity of the Chapman-Enskog
expansion. The advent of affordable calculations using molecular dynamics (MD) or Direct Sim-
ulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) techniques [6, 8, 9, 21] permitted to evaluate the predictions of the
kinetic theory results. Although a systematic comparison has not been performed over an entire
parameter range of activation energies and heats of reaction, the computational results confirmed
that the corrections in the isothermal case tend to slow down the reactions. More interestingly,
however, is the reactive case treated in the perturbation theory of Prigogine and Mahieu. Their
results indicate that the effect of heat release significantly accelerate the reaction rate through
non-equilibrium effects. That is, the reactive collisions through local energy addition give rise to
highly energetic particles that serve to initiate other reactive collisions locally, before the effect is
equilibrated in the entire system. In this case, the perturbation is proportional to the ratio Q/EA,
where Q and EA are the heat release and activation energy, in that the energetic systems will
benefit the most of these effects.

Recently, more relevant to the present study, Sirmas et al. have investigated the role of non-
equilibrium effects in the problem of thermal ignition in a model system characterized by a
single binary reaction by molecular dynamics in two-dimensions [22]. They have identified
large departures from the equilibrium prediction at both low and high activation energies. It
was observed that systems with low activation energies exhibit a homogeneous ignition event
with departure from thermal equilibrium prediction, yielding lower reaction rates and longer
ignition delays. On the other hand, for systems with sufficiently high activation energies and
heat of reaction, they have proposed that the thermal ignition is a stochastic process with ignition
due to hot-spot formations which is associated with shorter ignition delay than predicted from
continuum model by approximately 30%. While these results pointed to the importance of non-
equilibrium effects, the 2D problem can be argued to display a stronger propensity for non-
equilibrium than 3D because of the reduction in dimensionality. In 1D for example, the gas
never relaxes to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

In the present communication, we wish to assess the role of non-equilibrium effects in ther-
mal ignition in a much more physical three-dimensional space, in order to compare with the
analytical predictions of non-equilibrium kinetic theory for both isothermal and reactive colli-
sions. We consider the same single binary reaction as Sirmas et al. in a hard sphere gas. The
assumption of the hard sphere gas permits to not only compare with the available predictions
from kinetic theory, but also to integrate the equations of motion of the spheres exactly and de-
terministically, given a set of initial conditions of positions and momenta. We make use of the
classical algorithm of Alder and Wainright to evolve the system analytically, now known as the
Event Driven Molecular Dynamics method [23]. It is to be noted that for a dilute gas, relevant to
ideal gases, that a hard sphere potential yields accurate results [24], and is therefore chosen due
to its adaptability into an event driven algorithm which significantly lowers the computational
time. These simplifying assumptions must be re-evaluated when treating a real system. How-
ever, the simplifications used unambiguously identify various mechanisms for departures from
the predictions using the macroscopic models based on local equilibrium.
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Figure 1: Schematic of interactions between particles A and B before impact (left), during impact (center) and after
impact (right) along the line of action [22]

2. Problem definition

The problem we solve is the evolution of a system of hard spheres evolving inside an insulated
cube of side L, i.e., a constant volume ignition problem. By hard spheres, we refer to particles
which do not exert any force on others except at the instant of collision, where the laws of
momentum and energy conservation apply to determine the post-collision velocities [24]. The
gas contains three types of species, A, B and C, which may transform according to the model
binary irreversible exothermic reaction:

A + B→ C + C + heat (1)

Both reactants and the product have identical mass and diameter, d. At time zero, we take the
gas to be in equilibrium, such that the speed distribution is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. The initial temperature of the system, defined from the mean speed of the particles,
uniquely defines the initial condition in the thermodynamic sense. With these initial conditions,
we allow the particle dynamics inside the box to evolve and undergo an overall thermal ignition
process.

All collisions are assumed to be elastic with the exception of reactive collisions. The heat
release Q of a reactive collision increases the kinetic energy of each species C. The collision
occurs along the line of action, i.e., the change in the speed can take place only in the normal
direction while the tangential components remain unchanged (as seen in Fig. 1). The reactive
collision can occur only when the relative speed between the two colliding reactants exceeds the
minimum impact velocity, ucr, satisfies the condition

(
|uA(N) − uB(N)| > ucr

)
. The impact velocity

is related to the activation energy by ucr = (4EA/m)1/2. The post collision speed of particle A
(which becomes a particle C) after a reactive collision, is derived from the energy equation of the
form:

1
2

mAu2
A +

1
2

mBu2
B + Q =

1
2

mAu′2A +
1
2

mBu′2B (2)
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Figure 2: Ratio of igntion delay obtained at the depletion of half of the least abundant reactants to the ignition delay
calculated at the point of inflection of the temperature profile for various EA/RTo and Q/RTo=2.5

which can be re-written as

u′A(N) =
1
2

(
uA+B + uA-B

√
1 +

4Q
mu2

A-B

)
(3)

where, uA-B = uA(N) − uB(N) and uA+B = uA(N) + uB(N); refer to Fig. 1 for notation. The tangential
component of post collision velocities remains unchanged as per the line of action model.

For a given initial temperature and species concentrations, we are interested in the evolution
of the system’s temperature. We define ignition as the time required for half of the energy of the
system to be released, which corresponds to the depletion of half of the least abundant reactant.
For reference, Fig. 2 shows the ratio of ignition delay obtained by the above description to the
ignition delay calculated at the point of inflection of the temperature profile. As expected [25],
both definitions of ignition delay are equivalent for high activation energies, typically above 5.

3. Numerical Method

The evolution of the particles positions and velocities follows the Event Driven Molecular
Dynamics algorithm [23, 26]. The dynamics of hard sphere models can be determined analyti-
cally. For any pair of particles, the collision time can be determined analytically as

t∗ − t = −
~rij · ~vij

~v2
ij

−

(~rij · ~vij

~v2
ij

)2
+

R2
ij − ~r

2
ij

~v2
ij

0.5

(4)

where t and t∗ are the current and next collision times, respectively; ~rij, ~vij and Rij = Ri +

Rj are the relative distance, relative velocity and sum of the radius of the colliding spheres,
respectively. The system is evolved from collision to collision, or event to event, hence the name
of the algorithm. Our implementation of the method follows Pöschel’s procedure [26].
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4. Simulation details

As initial condition, the number of type A and B spheres are specified and denoted as NA and
NB, respectively. In all calculations reported, unless otherwise stated, the number of particles
of species A and B was identical. Each calculation was initialized by particles having equal
speeds and randomized trajectories. This permits to accurately control the initial temperature
(energy) of the system, as it is conserved exactly through elastic collisions. Collisions with the
boundaries are considered as reflective. The system is then allowed to evolve with all reactive
collisions turned off, until all particles undergo a sufficient number of collisions such that their
speed distribution converges to the Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) distribution, given by:

f (vi) =

( m
2πkT

)3/2
exp

(
−

mvi
2

2kT

)
(5)

Figure 3 shows an example of the thermalization process. After one mean collision time (Fig.
3a), there is a large peak in the distribution, corresponding to the initial speed of the particles.
This peak progressively disappears as collisions deplete this class of particles; energy is even-
tually partitioned in classes of the tails of the distribution. The distribution of speeds is seen to
evolve towards the MB distribution within less than 10 mean collision times, τo.

Once a thermal equilibrium is achieved among the reactants A and B, reactive collisions
are allowed. This marks time 0 of the problem formulation. As very few particles have a high
enough speed to give rise to a reactive collision, the rate of energy release in the box is initially
slow. As time progresses and the energy released heats the system, more and more particles can
undergo reactive collisions. This thermal ignition eventually raises the temperature of the system
progressively faster, until depletion of the reactants moderates the rates. The temperature of the
system is calculated from the root-mean-square speed of the spheres, C̄2, which is given by:

(C̄2)1/2 = (3RT )1/2 (6)

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the system’s temperature for two such calculations, which show
the molecular noise, reflected by different configurations of the system at the same thermody-
namic temperature give rise to a stochastic effect in the time of ignition. We conducted the
calculations 100 times for each set of parameters of interest, such that the ignition delay reported
is the mean value. Likewise, the standard deviation is also recorded, as a measure of the stochas-
ticity. To test the influence of the system size, calculations have been performed by changing
the total number of spheres, N, ranging from 50 to 10000, corresponding to cubes with sides, L,
ranging from 1.103 to 6.45 mean free paths.

All calculations were performed in the ideal gas regime with a particle volume fraction of η
= 0.01. For reference, Fig. 5 shows the compressibility factor for various values of η calculated
from an equation of state for hard spheres provided by Song et al [27]. The compressiblity factor
for η = 0.01 is found to be Z = 1.04, which is close to unity (the ideal gas limit) and more than
an order of magnitude away from the freezing phase transition. This emphasizes the fact that the
value of η used in the present work corresponds to a dilute, ideal gas regime.

5. Continuum level description from kinetic theory

The results from molecular dynamics simulations described in the previous section were
compared with those obtained from kinetic theory descriptions, where the reaction rate is either
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Figure 3: Probability distribution of speeds obtained from MD for different point in time for N = 10000 and compared
with MB distribution.
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the standard form assuming thermal equilibrium at every instant, or its corrected versions to
account for non-equilibrium effects in the evolution of the speed distribution function [1, 2].

For the problem of an insulated system at constant volume, its macroscopic evolution is given
by [3]:

ρcV
dT
dt

= QωC (7)

ρ
dYC

dt
= ωC (8)

where YC and ωC are the mass fraction and the production rate of product C, respectively; cV is
the specific heat at constant volume. Given an initial temperature To and concentrations, the inte-
gration of these equations provide the evolution of the system’s temperature and concentrations,
and hence permits to determine the ignition delay.

The standard rate of reaction, if one assumes a gas in local thermal equilibrium, takes the
form [24]:

ωC = 48
η
√
πd
ρYAYB

√
RT exp

(
−

EA

RT

)
(9)

where YA and YB are the mass fractions of reactants A and B, respectively. η is the volume
fraction, ρ is the density and R is the gas constant. The pair correlation function g(η) is

g2(η) =
(2 − η)

2(1 − η)3 (10)

The initial mean free path and mean free time are ,

λ =

√
πd

8
√

3ηg2(η)
; τo = λ/urms(o)

For the current study the length and the time scales are normalized by initial mean free path
and initial mean free time of the gas. With this scaling the homogeneous ignition description is
independent of η, allowing Q/RTo and EA/RTo to uniquely define the system’s evolution.

6. Results and discussion

The results for the ignition delay determined using the MD model described above are shown
in Figs. 6 and 7 for the two values of heat release considered, respectively Q/RTo=2.5 and 10.
Each data point represents the average ignition delay among 100 calculations, while the error
bar is the standard deviation. Each color band in the figure indicates the confidence zone of MD
results for a particular activation energy for varying domain size. For all values of Q and EA,
the calculated asymptote falls within the confidence zone of ignition delay time. It is prominent
from the figure that the ignition delay and standard deviation decrease with increasing domain
size. For low activation energies, regardless of heat release, the ignition delay time is very
weakly influenced by the domain size effects. However, for increasing Q and EA, the trend line
is steeper, showing a stronger influence of domain size. For all the calculations performed, the
ignition delay was found to converge well to a system of infinite size (abscissa of 0 in the figures).
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Figure 5: Phase diagram of an Hard sphere fluid [28]

In order to determine the extrapolated value of ignition delay in an infinite system, the igni-
tion delay dependence on system size was assumed to have the form

ln(tig) = ln(tig,∞) + b cosh
(cλ

L

)
(11)

where b, c and tig,∞ are fitting constants, the latter being the desired ignition delay time at infinite
domain size. The fits are also shown in the Figs. 6 and 7. The presence of uncertainty is
inherent in almost all extrapolation methods, which we also represented by error bar for the
extrapolated values in Figs 6 and 7. Therefore, the obtained values are valid with a confidence of
approximately 68%.

The ignition delays extrapolated to infinite domains are shown in terms of the activation
energy in Figs. 8 and 9 for Q/RTo=2.5 and 10, respectively. These are compared with three
predictions of ignition delay calculated with expressions for the reaction rate from kinetic theory:
the thermal equilibrium standard reaction rate, equation (9), the rate perturbed by Prigogine and
Xhrouet for an isothermal system and the rate perturbed by Prigogine and Mahieu incorporating
the effect of energy release.

For the isothermal system, Prigogine and Xhrouet derived the rate ωX [1]:

ωX = ωC

{
1 −

1
32

e−
EA
RT

( EA

RT

)3[( EA

RT

)2
− 5

EA

RT
+

17
2

]}
(12)

Incorporating the effects of reaction, the non-equilibrium reaction rate, ωM, derived by Pri-
gogine and Mahieu is [2],

ωM = ωC

{
1 + 1.2YAYB

( Q
EA

)}
(13)

The reaction rate obtained from the first model, equation (12), is found to be lower than the
9
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standard reaction rate by 9%, 23% and 20% for activation energies of 2.5, 5 and 7.5, respectively.
Similarly, for the second model, the reaction rate calculated from equation (13) predicts a reaction
rate higher than the equilibrium reaction rate by 10%, 30%, 40% and 120% for Q/EA ratio of
0.3, 1, 1.3 and 4, respectively. This explains the fact of longer ignition delay predicted by the
first model and the shorter ignition delay predicted by the second model. The comparison of
our molecular dynamics results for ignition delay in Figs. 8 and 9 with those obtained from
kinetic theory permits to establish certain clear trends. First, we would like to compare with
the results of standard kinetic theory. The differences from the standard kinetic theory are also
shown in Fig. 10. For the low value of energy release of Q/RTo=2.5, the standard equilibrium
kinetic theory captures well, although slightly over-predicts the ignition delay obtained from the
molecular dynamics calculations. Larger deviations are observed for low activation energies,
below EA/RTo of approximately 3. In this regime, the ignition delay was found to be longer than
predicted by as much as 30% at low activation energies. For the high energy release of Q/RTo=10
shown in Fig. 9, the predictions of the standard kinetic rate is significantly deteriorated for all
activation energies. The largest departure is seen for intermediate activation energies of EA/RTo
= 5, where the ignition delay calculated from molecular dynamics is more than 30% shorter than
anticipated from the standard equilibrium rate. Likewise, for low values of activation energy, the
equilibrium model predicts an ignition delay longer by 60%.

The isothermal model prediction of Prigogine and Xhrouet, shown in red, systematically
predicts an ignition delay longer than the one obtained from the equilibrium value. Nevertheless,
it does not capture any of our molecular dynamic results. At large activation energies, this is the
opposite trend from both our low heat release and high heat release results. At low activation
energies, it provides a correction in the correct direction of lengthening the induction delay,
but fails to capture the trend obtained with activation energies approaching 1. According to
Prigogine et al., at high-temperature, the fraction of reactive collisions is sufficiently high even
during the early phases of the run-away process [1]. Therefore, they proposed that the departure
from equilibrium can be attributed to the reactions occurring at a faster rate than they are able
to transfer their kinetic energy to the non-reacted spheres. Thus, moving the system away from
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equilibrium. It is these non-equilibrium effects caused by the reactions that yield a higher ignition
delay.

Interestingly, the model of Prigogine and Mahieu provides a much better approximation to
both of our low heat release and high heat release results for sufficiently high activation energies
only [2]. This model includes the importance of heat of reaction, which can perturb the Maxwell
distribution to an appreciable extent in the order of Q/EA. As a result, the rate of reaction is
increased for exothermic reactions and decreased for endothermic reactions. Also, this model
demonstrates the inclusion of a sufficiently large heat of reaction which yield a non-equilibrium
reaction rate larger than the one derived with the assumption of local equilibrium, using the
same perturbation method. Therefore this model is found to be better than the former for our
particular problem of thermal ignition, where exothermicity plays a strong role in introducing
non-equilibrium effects and modifying the macroscopic rate of reactions. For EA/RTo greater
than 5, the prediction is within the standard deviation associated with the stochasticity of the
ignition. This result is encouraging, as the model captures the data at the linear order correction in
Q/EA, not requiring higher order terms in the Chapman-Enskog perturbation. At lower activation
energies, however, the prediction significantly diverges from the molecular dynamic data for both
low and high heat release.

At low temperatures (high activation energy), the good agreement between our calculations
and those using the perturbed rate of Prigogine and Mahieu supports the validity of the physi-
cal mechanism proposed by them. Highly energetic particles resulting from reactive collisions
promote local reactions. These do not have enough time to equilibrate with the rest of the sys-
tem, thus giving rise to what we would like to call molecular hotspots. This result is also in
accordance with the previous numerical results by Sirmas and Radulescu in the two-dimensional
system [22]. In this regime of ignition, where non-equilibrium effects significantly promote ig-
nition, we also observe a much higher stochasticity of ignition, as shown in Fig. 11. As the heat
release and activation energy are increased, so is the stochasticity among our 100 simulations,
measured by the standard deviation. Interestingly, this is also the regime where ignition is mild
in practice: it takes the form of localized ignition spots [29, 30]. In this regime, the picture that
emerges is the ever increasing role of molecular fluctuations.

In our previous study, we compared the results only with reaction rate assuming homogenous
ignition [22]. Whereas, in the present work along with the equilibrium reaction rate, we com-
pared our results with the existing kinetic theory models which takes into account the effect of
heat of reaction while calculating the reaction rate. For high Q and low EA, the ignition delay is
found to be 50% longer in 2D whereas, it is 60% in 3D. Similarly, for high Q and high EA, the
delay time is approximately 30% lower in both 2D and 3D. However, the low heat release case is
not much affected by the presence of third dimension and recovers the 2D results well by roughly
about 3% difference. When compared to 2D simulations, the standard deviation of ignition delay
for both low and high heat release case is reduced almost by 2% and 20%, respectively. These
results show that the statistical fluctuations become important with growing Q and EA. Also, it
is to be noted that the ignition delay calculated in 2D are not extrapolated to infinite domain as
discussed in this study. Hence, we can conclude that the magnitude of the results is different, but
the trend followed by each set of parameter recovers the same as obtained from 2D.

For all the simulations discussed above, the proportion of species A and B were equal and no
diluent was introduced. However, in actual combustion systems, other species may be present,
hence representing a potential heat bath to absorb part of the energy released and diminish the
magnitude of the non-equilibrium effects documented. We have addressed this effect of dilution
in separate calculations in an initial mixture of 9A+B, where the excess A essentially represent
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Figure 11: Standard deviation of ignition delay times obtained from MD for different values of heat release

Table 1: Comparison of ignition delay time from MD for NA = 9 NB with that obtained for homogeneous ignition for
EA/RTo=7.5 and Q/RTo =10

Ignition time (tig), N = 10000
A+B 9A+B

Equilibrium Molecular
Dynamics

Standard
Deviation Equilibrium Molecular

Dynamics
Standard
Deviation

1682.4 1502.6 151.5 4868.4 4631.5 403.1
Relative

Difference -10.98 -4.86

a diluent. Table 1 reports the results performed in the undiluted and diluted cases for Q/RTo =

10 and EA/RTo = 7.5 using N = 10000 particles. In the diluted regime, the ignition delay was
found lower than the one predicted with the assumption of Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution by
approximately 5%, whereas the difference was approximately 11% for the non-diluted case. This
clearly shows that non-equilibrium effect reported will be a strong function of dilution. These
are left for future study.

It is also of interest to comment on the relevance of the present results for problems of auto-
ignition in combustion systems, as for example the oxidation of hydrogen by oxygen or air. It
is now relatively well established that low temperature ignition in hydrogen is governed by a
thermal mechanism of initiation [4]. Nevertheless, the reaction network controlling the igni-
tion process is not a single reaction, but a local network of reactions. In hydrogen chemistry,
the chemical mechanism is sufficiently simple to qualitatively comment on the potential role of
non-equilibrium effects discussed in the present paper. The eight important reactions are listed
in Table 2 [4]. Also listed in this table is the activation temperature and an equivalent heat of
reaction we calculated in dimensions of Kelvin (Q/R), such that their division by the local tem-
perature yields the relevant parameters Ea/RT = Ta/T and Q/RT . For reference, the relevant
low temperature regime of auto-ignition that we wish to discuss is around 1000 K - 1300 K de-
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Table 2: Activation temperature Ta(K), heat of reaction Q̄(J/mol) and heat of reaction temperature Q̄/
∑

Reactants νiRu (K)
of reactions controlling ignition processes in hydrogen (partially adapted from Sanchez and Williams [4]- see text).

Ta(K) Q̄(J/mol) Q̄/
∑

Reactants νiRu(K)
1 H + O2→OH + O 8590 -70158 -4219
2 H2 + O→OH + H 3165 -7810 -470
3 H2 + OH→H2O + H 1825 62814 3777
4 H + O2 + M→HO2 + M 0.0 196599 11823
5 H2 + O2→HO2 + H 27888 -239399 -14397
6 H2O2 + M→OH + OH + M 25703 -213974 -25736
7 HO2 + HO2→H2O2 + O2 5556 179110 10771
8 HO2 + H2→H2O2 + H 12045 -60289 -3625

pending on the pressure [4]. This shows that non-dimensional activation energies lie in the range
0 to 30 and the heat release in the range -26 (negative means endothermic) to 12. This shows
that non-equilibrium effects associated with low activation temperatures discussed in the present
study may directly affect the reaction rates of reactions 2, 3, 4 and 7. On the other hand, the
hot-spot mechanism associated with high heat release and high activation energy may directly
affect mostly reaction 7, as other highly energetic recombination reactions (e.g., reaction 4) have
negligible activation. Likewise, reactions 5 and 6 may be slowed down through equivalent cold
spots due to their strong endothermicity.

Nevertheless, reaction networks may bring non-equilibrium hot spot effects in sequence of
energetic reactions (giving rise to non-equilibrium high speed molecules B) followed by high
activation reactions involving the molecule B. This is precisely the case for hydrogen ignition
at low temperatures. At temperatures below cross-over, hydrogen auto-ignition is controlled
mainly by the auto-catalytic role of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) through the sequence of reactions
6, 3, 4 and 7, leading to the global reaction 2H2+O2 → 2H2O, with the rate controlling step
given by reaction 6 [4] . Reaction 6 has a very high activation energy, and produces two OH.
These proceed through reaction 3, which occurs twice and produces two H atoms which are
then consumed by reaction 4 to form two HO2 in an energetic reaction. These two energetic
HO2 molecules then form a H2O2 molecule in the activated and highly energetic reaction 7 to
complete the auto-catalytic loop, which occurs locally with negligible influence by transport
phenomena. Of interest in this loop is that the highly energetic hydrogen peroxide molecule then
restarts the loop in a very high activation energy reaction. The auto-catalytic H2O2 loop thus
has the form of the model reaction studied in the present study. Highly energetic products of
an exothermic reaction promote local temperature non-equilibrium, which then affect the rate of
reactions involving this product. The multiple reaction mechanism is clearly more complicated
than the single toy reaction studied in the present work, and future study should focus on multiple
reactions such as the auto-catalytic H2O2 loop described above. Interestingly, the same H2O2
auto-catalytic loop has also been found responsible of auto-ignition in hydrocarbons [31, 32].

In hydrogen low temperature chemistry, the auto-catalytic loop for H2O2 described above
is also controlled by the concentration of HO2, which is controlled by another loop sharing
the same potential for non-equilibrium effects, the sequence of reactions 8 and 4. The high
activation energy reaction 8 consumes HO2 and produces H, which is consumed by reaction 4 to
produce again the highly energetic HO2. The net reaction of these two is H2+O2 → H2O2, and it
proceeds through the sequence of highly energetic HO2 undergoing a highly activated reaction.
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This second overall step is also very prone to the same non-equilibrium effects through molecular
hotspots.

Interestingly, the low temperature auto-ignition of hydrogen is also known experimentally
to be very prone to hotspot formation, as first shown by Meyer and Oppenheim [29]. This is
generally attributed to the high sensitivity of the ignition delay to fluctuations, inherited from the
very high activation energies of reactions 6 for the first loop and 8 for the second loop control-
ling the auto-ignition. Future study should clearly address whether the propensity for hot spots
observed experimentally for this regime is due mainly to coupling to hydrodynamic scale fluc-
tuations [30, 33–35], molecular non-equilibrium effects, or the acceleration of slow reactions by
quantum tunneling effects [36, 37], or a combination of these.

The non-equilibrium high activation and high heat-release effects on auto-ignition are proba-
bly most relevant and best studied in detonation waves in both gas and condensed phase, although
the shock compression itself may promote other non-equilibrium effects that may couple with the
present one. For example, recent picosecond resolution experiments [38] have demonstrated that
shocked hydrogen-peroxide reacts on the shock passage time scale of 100 picoseconds, which
clearly involves non-equilibrium effects.

7. Conclusion

Our current results show the existence of two non-equilibrium regimes in a single model re-
action for thermal ignition problems. At high temperatures (low reduced activation energies),
the ignition delay was found longer than predicted by standard kinetic theory assuming local
equilibrium. Although the trend was captured by Prigogine and Xhrouet qualitatively, the per-
turbation model failed at this extreme, as the perturbation assumes slow reactions in the limit
of high activation energy. For low temperatures (high activation energies), particularly for high
heat release, the ignition delay was found to be shorter than the one predicted by the standard
kinetic theory. The perturbation scheme of Prigogine and Mahieu, which incorporates the effect
of energy release in the perturbation of the distribution function, accurately captures the effect.

While the present study clearly highlights the necessity of incorporating non-equilibrium
effects in kinetic predictions, particularly for systems where the kinetics are calibrated exper-
imentally in nearly isothermal conditions. It also clearly shows that no existing perturbation
scheme provides a uniformly valid approximation. Hence, molecular dynamic results, such as
provided in the current paper, can be used to form empirical correction factors to the existing
reaction rates.

Consideration of the auto-ignition problem in hydrogen-oxygen at low temperatures suggests
that non-equilibrium effects involving energy release can be expected in the auto-catalytic loops
of H2O2 and HO2 through local sequences of high energy release followed by high activation re-
action of these two species. Future study should focus on these auto-catalytic multiple reactions.
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